Enhancing Patient Readability of Discharge Summaries with Automatically Generated Hyperlinks
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Abstract
Patients often have difficulty in understanding medical concepts and vocabulary in their Discharge Summaries. We explore automatic hyper-linking to online resources for difficult terms as a means of making the content more comprehensible for patients. We use the Consumer Health Vocabulary (CHV) as a resource for scoring the difficulty of terms and to provide the most consumer-friendly synonyms. We implement a term extraction component providing semantic annotation using the KIM Knowledge and Information Management Platform. We hyperlink these terms to pages indexed by MedLinePlus to provide consumer-friendly online explanations. A web interface allows for viewing annotated Discharge Summaries and browsing search results. In a preliminary evaluation, the system was used to annotate eight Clinical Management sections of Discharge Summaries. The automatic hyper-linking provides good precision in linking to topically-relevant pages indexed by MedLinePlus. Our approach shows promise as a technology to deploy in future portals where consumers view their Discharge Summaries online.

1. Introduction
A Discharge Summary (DS) provides a coherent picture of patients’ condition at the time of discharge and is usually created by a health professional [1] for a number of audiences including patients and their families. Health consumers play an important role in managing their post discharge care [2], therefore patients need more understandable information to improve self care and to be empowered as a partner in their post discharge care. DSs in the Auckland metropolitan area are authored online and transmitted to General Practice via HL7 messages. At present, the Waitemata District Health Board in Auckland, New Zealand, our partner in this study, provides a hard copy of DSs to their patients at the time of discharge. However, with widespread availability of Internet, many jurisdictions are rolling out online services for their patients; for example, Kaiser Permanente patients access a wide range of provider information and services online [3]. Hence, our research is conducted in the context of current DSs, which are transmitted electronically, but only to providers, with an eye to a future when these DSs may be viewed online by patients as well.

Studies [4, 5] show that vocabulary and medical terminology are the key factors that affects a patient’s comprehension. Zeng et al [6] observe that lack of familiarity with medical vocabulary is a major problem for patients in accessing available information. DSs contain terminologies that are difficult to understand by an average consumer. Even for a highly educated consumer, it is difficult to understand medical jargon, such as “haemorrhagic growth noted” and “haemoptysis and acute confusion.” Our previous work identifies a significant amount of difficult terminology and abbreviations in DS contents [7].
Some of the most recent research to improve consumer friendliness of health record information is reported by Barto et al [8] and Trietler et al [9]. Barto et al have used “infobuttons” to provide contextualized explanation and links to references and educational materials for Pap smear reports. Trietler et al employ text translation as a method to simplify the Electronic Health Record texts for consumers. In a further study, pictographs are augmented with discharge instructions to improve comprehension [10].

The Semantic Web [11] technology has been applied in medical domain to link and define patients’ data to assist health professionals in their patients’ information retrieval process [12, 13]. Kostkova et al [14] demonstrated the use of the Semantic Web to provide contextualized browsing in a health portals’ web pages. In an earlier study semantic annotation was used to link news broadcast with related online resources [15]. However, semantic annotation from medical reports’ text to improve consumer understanding and access to informational resources is still largely unexplored.

In light of vocabulary difficulty in DSs, semantic annotations and automatic linking to web contents may produce a system to empower consumer health knowledge and improve self-care. Preparing for a future context where patients can access their DSs online, this paper describes a prototype semantic annotation system that augments the DS text with links to consumer friendly terms and web resources to make content more comprehensible. Furthermore, it will analyse how the automatic hyper-linking improves the browsing capabilities of consumers for finding related health information.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Materials

We collected 200 de-identified randomly selected Electronic Discharge Summaries (EDSs) from the clinical data repository of Waitemata District Health Board which manages two public hospitals, North Shore Hospital and Waitakere Hospital (Auckland, New Zealand) with yearly presentations of around 43,000 and 24,000 patients, respectively. The sample data was collected from a total of 62,674 EDSs generated during the period of June 2007 to July 2008. We retrieved 50 EDSs each from Emergency, Medicine, Surgery and Older Adult Health Services departments. The EDSs contains sections including diagnoses, admission reason, clinical management, discharge medications, follow up, procedures, and relevant laboratory results, as well as an Advice to Patient section. Clinical Management is the largest free text section authored by a health professional which provides a summary of in-hospital patient care.

2.2. Methods

Semantic annotation is a process of assigning entities in the text to their semantic descriptions [11]. Automatic semantic annotations generates metadata for the terms or phrases contained in the background knowledge base. Semantic annotations can be used to provide automatic highlighting, hyper-linking and availability of relevant knowledge for the annotated named entities [16]. Automatic hyper-linking can provide dynamically selected web content and customizing the knowledge to better meet user requirements.

We employed the open-access collaborative (OAC) consumer health vocabulary (CHV) [4] for the purpose of semantic annotation in DS text. The CHV provides consumer-specific medical terms and concepts. Each CHV concept has a consumer friendly display name, also called the CHV preferred term. Each term in CHV has three associated familiarity scores: a frequency-based term score (calculated by a support-vector machine model based on term occurrence frequency in several health text corpora), a context-based term score (calculated based on term co-occurrence patterns in a health-specific query log data), and a context-based concept score (calculated on the basis of concept co-occurrences in medical literature and log data as well as semantic relations in medical vocabularies). The term scores reflect the string-level difficulty to estimate the likelihood the term will be recognized by an average consumer. The concept score estimates the concept-level difficulty for consumers. The scores range between 0 and 1, with a score of 0.8 to 1.0 representing “likely”, 0.5 to 0.8 “somewhat likely” and below 0.5 “not likely” for a term to be familiar to a consumer. Some CHV terms did not have scores assigned (indicated as a -1). To provide semantic annotations for the difficult terms in DS text, we use CHV terms having any one of their three CHV scores between 0 and 0.5.
Two strategies were employed to mitigate the vocabulary difficulty of free text in DSs: 1) synonym provision and 2) search and retrieval of web resources.

**Synonym Provision**

Medical concepts often have alternate names (synonyms), one of which may be easier for the consumer to understand than others. Linking a term with synonyms and, more specifically, providing its more comprehensible synonym may improve comprehension. For example, “haemoptysis” is easier to understand if “coughing up blood” is also provided in parallel.

**Search and Retrieval of Web Resources**

Consumers are commonly using the world wide web to seek medical and health information, but they often experience difficulty in finding specific health information online [17]. Keselman et al [18] asserts that increased understanding of medical text can be accomplished by facilitating “precise information retrieval” and with optimal result presentation. While not all terms have easy synonyms to be displayed, and consumers would like to seek more knowledge about the terminologies used in their DSs, it would be advantageous to provide dynamically selected customized web contents.

In the next section we introduce our semantic annotation approach to provide synonyms and hyperlinks to web resources in DS texts.

### 3. Incorporation of Semantic Annotations

The text in DSs was semantically annotated using the Knowledge and Information Platform KIM [16]. KIM performs information extraction and semantic annotation for the named entities in text documents, thus allowing the CHV terms in DS text to be identified and annotated. We used KIM to parse the DS text and map terms to CHV concepts and their synonyms. As described in the previous section, all CHV concepts have pre-defined consumer friendly display names. This enables us to link CHV terms with their preferred display names and subsequently with their synonyms.

Furthermore, we use the query interface of MedlinePlus, a consumer health portal from the US National Library of Medicine, to provide automatic linking to related online resources. For each CHV term, its corresponding CHV preferred term was used in the search query to retrieve relevant web pages. The reason behind using the CHV preferred term in search query was that MedlinePlus has a built-in thesaurus which automatically adds the synonyms in the search procedure.

The KIM platform has a web user interface (KIM web UI) to view annotated text and its corresponding annotations. Figure 1 shows an example of DS with its Clinical Management section annotated ¹ in the KIM web UI. The annotated CHV terms in the text are highlighted. Clicking on one of the highlighted term will bring up the full details of the corresponding annotations in the KIM Explorer as show in Figure 2. This includes synonyms for the annotated term with a title of “Synonym”. The phrase preceding “a CHV Preferred Term” shows the consumer friendly synonym of the annotated term. The last entry, having a title of “Search MedlinePlus”, provides a hyperlink to MedlinePlus search results for the annotated term. Clicking on the hyperlink link will open a new browser window (Figure 3) containing the MedlinePlus search results for the corresponding CHV preferred term.

---

¹ To preserve confidentiality of patient data, this illustrative Clinical Management section is taken from *National Discharge Summary: Data Content Specifications* published by the National E-Health Transition Authority, Australia.
Figure 1 - Screen Shot of an Annotated Clinical Management Section in the KIM Web UI

Figure 2 - KIM Explorer Appears after Clicking Annotated Term (haemoptysis)

Figure 3 - MedlinePlus Search Results for the Annotated Term (haemoptysis)
Table 1 - Cumulative Average Precision of 73 Search Results after \(k\) Web Pages Retrieved

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Web Pages Retrieved ((k))</th>
<th>Strict</th>
<th>Lenient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Preliminary Evaluation

A preliminary evaluation of the system’s performance was conducted by annotating eight Clinical Management sections from DS data (choosing two at median length for each speciality). We wanted to measure the utility of the automatic hyper-linking capability of the system for assisting consumers in retrieving related online resources. For this purpose, the top five MedlinePlus search results were indexed for each unique annotated term appearing in any of the eight Clinical Management sections. Then precision, a metric which reflects the share of relevant documents in the search results, was calculated for each of the five search results. The system identifies 117 CHV terms, out of which 112 are unique. For the purposes of measuring the relevance of retrieved web pages, non health specific terms (such as ‘history, unremarkable’) were not considered as MedlinePlus does not provide search results for these ‘daily-usage’ terms. This results in an analysis of search results conducted for 73 annotated terms. For each indexed web page, it was determined whether the searched term or its CHV preferred term is present in the page’s title or in the content. Our hypothesis is that if a term is in page title then the retrieved page provides “more specific information” about the searched term. On the other hand, if the term is in page content, than the web page is likely to provide “some information” about the searched term.

Table 1 shows the cumulative average precision after each of top five retrieved web pages under two conditions. In the first condition, strict, web page was only considered correct if the term is in the title of web page, but in the second, lenient, it was considered correct if a web page contains the term in its content. The results of the evaluation show that the system achieved very high average precision (99%) in retrieving web pages under the lenient condition. Although the performance is decreased by 29% to 40% under the strict condition, we see that 70% of the time the first link from MedlinePlus provides strict relevance. In addition, we have calculated that 79% of search results return at least one strictly relevant web page among the first five MedlinePlus results.

5. Discussion

We have designed a prototype semantic annotation system to improve the readability of DSs for consumers. The system is designed to reduce the vocabulary difficulty by providing knowledge support through automated hyper-linking to online resources. The system can assist in answering questions occurring to a lay person while reading their own DS.

This study focused on providing automated links to related online resources to reduce the vocabulary difficulty in DSs. While text translation [9] and contextualized links [8] have been used to reduce the vocabulary difficulty and provide knowledge support in medical text, we explored a different approach: consumer friendly synonym provision and hyperlink generation to online resources. Text translations are useful, but this mechanism hides the original text from the consumer. Infobuttons are also helpful, however, they generate contextualized rather than term-based links and may not provide vocabulary and knowledge support for most of the difficult terms in the report.

In preliminary evaluation, 99% of web pages suggested for hyper-linking have the targeted term in their body, hence providing some related information to consumer, which is encouraging. However, when using the strict criterion that a term must appear in the title of the linked page, there is some potential to improve from the current mean of 59% precision. 79% of search results provide at least one
strictly relevant web page among the top 5 links; so we are exploring an extension of our methods to automatically select the most relevant links from among a set.

At present, the system is using MedlinePlus to provide hyper-inking from CHV terms in DS text to consumer specific online resources. However, the system could also be extended to incorporate clinical terms from UMLS or SNOMED. Moreover, resources such as PubMed or Cochrane could be used to render the same DSs for clinical users with hyperlink annotations more appropriate to their knowledge levels.

Our evaluation was preliminary and had limitations. One limitation is that we analyzed the retrieved web pages in a computational way by matching terms in web pages’ title and body. While the relevance of hyperlinks based on CHV terms appears high, the CHV system is still growing and is not as complete as a system like SNOMED (consider “tachypnoea” is Figure 1, which clearly warrants a supporting link). A further study to evaluate the usefulness of the system in terms of actual consumer feedback is a further important step for this research program.

6. Conclusion

We have designed a prototype system that provides automated hyperlinks to relevant online information sources from DS text. Our work suggests that semantic annotation augmented with customized links to relevant online knowledge sources can aid consumer comprehension of DS text. While such an automated hyperlink capability has the potential to improve consumer readability, we also recognize the importance of eliminating redundant results and providing more related web resource to the consumer.
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